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Abstract: Use of both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and pacing devices has undergone 

remarkable growth in recent years, and it is estimated that the majority of patients with pace-

makers will need an MRI during their lifetime. These investigations will generally be denied 

due to the potentially dangerous interactions between cardiac devices and the magnetic fields 

and radio frequency energy used in MRI. Despite the increasing reports of uneventful scan-

ning in selected patients with conventional pacemakers under close surveillance, MRI is still 

contraindicated in those circumstances and cannot be considered a routine procedure. These 

limitations prompted a series of modifications in generator and lead engineering, designed to 

minimize interactions that could compromise device function and patient safety. The resulting 

MRI-conditional pacemakers were first introduced in 2008 and the clinical experience gathered 

so far supports their safety in the MRI environment if certain conditions are fulfilled. With this 

technology, new questions and controversies arise regarding patient selection, clinical impact, 

and cost-effectiveness. In this review, we discuss the potential risks of MRI in patients with 

electronic cardiac devices and present updated information regarding the features of MRI-

conditional pacemakers and the clinical experience with currently available models. Finally, 

we provide some guidance on how to scan patients who have these devices and discuss future 

directions in the field.
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a versatile imaging technique capable of 

producing high quality images of the human body. MRI provides excellent  spatial 

 resolution and unparalleled tissue characterization without exposing patients to 

the potential risks of ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast agents. Beyond 

morphological assessment, MRI is capable of providing valuable information on tissue 

perfusion, function, and metabolism. For these reasons, MRI has become the imaging 

modality of choice in a wide spectrum of clinical situations, and is now used for the 

diagnosis, staging, and follow-up of numerous diseases, including a large number 

of neurological, musculoskeletal, oncological, and cardiovascular disorders. As a 

consequence, the number of MRI scans has grown strongly in recent decades. In the 

USA, the number of procedures rose from 7.7 million in 1993 to nearly 22 million in 

2002.1 More recent data indicate that, in 2011, 32 million scans were performed in that 

country.2 Worldwide, it is estimated that approximately 60 million scans are  performed 

each year.3 The use of MRI is likely to continue to grow due to a  combination of an 
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aging population and the expanding indications and increas-

ing accessibility to this technique.

Parallel to the growth of MRI, the number of patients 

with implantable cardiac devices, including pacemakers, 

implantable cardioverter defibrillators, and cardiac resyn-

chronization therapy, has been steadily increasing. Between 

1993 and 2009, 2.9 million patients received permanent 

pacemakers in the USA and overall use increased by more 

than 50%.4 A worldwide survey showed that, in 2009 alone, 

more than one million pacemakers were implanted, and virtu-

ally all countries reported increases in implant numbers.5 The 

combination of these two growing phenomena results in an 

estimated 50%–75% probability of a patient needing an MRI 

over the lifetime of the device.6 These patients will generally 

see their MRI studies denied due to safety concerns.7–9 This 

“clash of technologies” thus creates a paradoxical effect in 

which application of a useful technique is limited by the pres-

ence of another technology in the same patient.10 The recent 

introduction of MRI-conditional pacemakers overcomes this 

important limitation of MRI and cardiac pacing, allowing 

physicians to take full advantage of this imaging technique in 

the growing number of patients with cardiac devices. In this 

review, we discuss the potential hazards of the interactions 

between conventional pacemakers and the MRI environment, 

and present updated information regarding the features of 

MRI-conditional pacemakers and clinical experience with 

currently available models. Finally, we provide some advice 

on how to scan patients with these devices and discuss future 

directions in the field.

Potential risks of MRI in patients  
with conventional pacemakers
The risks associated with MRI can be broadly categorized 

by the interaction between the pacemaker system and three 

essential components of MRI, ie, the static magnetic field, 

gradient magnetic fields, and radiofrequency energy.11

Static magnetic field
Most modern clinical MRI scanners operate at static magnetic 

fields of 1.5 or 3 tesla (T), roughly corresponding to 30,000 

and 60,000 times the strength of the earth’s magnetic field, 

respectively. The greatest risk from this strong magnetic field 

is the attraction of ferromagnetic objects into the scanner 

causing movement, torque, dislodgment, or even a  “projectile 

effect” that can result in patient injury and  damage to the MRI 

system. However, except for older devices with a higher con-

tent of ferromagnetic material (approved by the US Food and 

Drug Administration [FDA] prior to 1998), the mechanical 

forces exerted on pacemaker systems are usually negligible at 

1.5 T.12 Of greater concern is the possibility of magnetic sensor 

activation and unpredictable reed-switch behavior, causing the 

device to revert to asynchronous pacing.13,14 The static mag-

netic field is also responsible for the magnetohydrodynamic 

effect. Since blood contains electrically charged ions, its flow 

in the presence of a powerful static magnetic field produces 

small voltages, which are superimposed on the patient’s elec-

trocardiogram. This may simulate life-threatening arrhythmias 

and produce other electrocardiographic changes, including 

T-wave abnormalities and elevation of the ST segment.15 The 

magnetohydrodynamic effect hinders electrocardiographic 

monitoring during scanning,16 and may lead to inappropriate 

inhibition of pacemaker function.17 The stronger the magnetic 

field, the greater the magnitude of this phenomenon.

Gradient magnetic fields
During MRI scanning, gradient coils create additional, lin-

early varying magnetic fields that add or subtract from the 

main magnetic field. Gradient magnetic fields are essential 

for spatial encoding and are measured in millitesla per meter 

(mT/m). High performance gradient coils used in MRI are 

typically capable of producing gradient magnetic fields of 

20–100 mT/m or higher for a 1.5 T scanner. These gradients 

are repeatedly and rapidly turned on and off (the slew rate 

of a gradient system is a measure of how quickly this can 

happen). These rapidly changing magnetic fields can induce 

electrical currents in pacemaker leads, causing oversensing, 

undersensing, or even life-threatening arrhythmias.8,13,18,19

Radiofrequency energy
In order to produce images, MRI scanners use short bursts of 

electromagnetic waves at very specific frequencies (radiofre-

quency pulses), which interact with spinning protons. At the 

end of each pulse, protons return to their previous spinning 

orientation and, in doing so, release energy in the form of 

radiofrequency waves that are used for reconstructing an 

image. During this process, the body will absorb some of 

the radiofrequency energy causing resistive heating. The 

specific absorption rate (measured in W/kg) is the dosimetric 

term used to describe the amount of radiofrequency energy 

employed during an MRI scan. Pacemaker leads can act as 

“antennae” which concentrate this radiofrequency energy, 

producing heat and electrical currents,20 which may cause 

tissue destruction at the lead tip,21 myocardial stimula-

tion (including life-threatening arrhythmias), and damage 

to the pulse generator circuitry and battery.22–24 This may 

produce pacemaker reset, battery depletion, and adverse 
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effects on sensing, pacing thresholds, and lead impedances, 

causing inappropriate pacing acceleration or inhibition.10,25 

Abandoned or fractured leads are especially prone to tip 

heating.26,27

MRI in patients with conventional  
pacemakers: feasible?
Given the potential risks of the interactions between the MRI 

environment and conventional pacemakers, these devices 

are classified as MRI-unsafe and their presence has long 

been considered a contraindication for MRI. Over the years, 

these safety concerns have been substantiated by at least 

17 supposed MRI-associated deaths among patients with 

pacemakers.28 This number is probably an underestimation 

of the real number of fatalities, since there are several cases 

of patients with a cardiac pacemaker who died after exposure 

to MRI that have never been reported in the medical litera-

ture but have come to light via the general press or the legal 

system.29 However, it should also be noted that a firm causal 

relationship has seldom been established, and that most 

of these deaths occurred in patients with older pacemaker 

models undergoing MRI without appropriate programming 

or physician-supervised monitoring.28,30

Despite all safety concerns, many pacemaker patients 

without an acceptable alternative imaging modality have 

undergone MRI uneventfully.31–45 A recent review of 

15 human studies involving 1,419 MRI scans (mostly non-

thoracic) reported no serious adverse events, although 65% 

of these were performed in patients with MRI-conditional 

devices.30 Without accounting for these, 49% of the exami-

nations did not result in any significant changes in pace-

maker function after the scan.30 A multicenter registry of 

clinically indicated nonthoracic MRI at 1.5 T for patients 

with non-MRI-conditional pacemakers and implantable 

cardioverter defibrillators implanted after 2001 is currently 

underway.46 This registry is expected to encompass up to 

1,500 examinations, provide further insights on the risks 

of MRI in such conditions, and hopefully validate a clini-

cal protocol for screening and scanning these patients, who 

will for many years constitute the majority of those with 

implanted cardiac devices.

It should be emphasized that special precautions were 

taken in these studies, including careful patient selection 

and device programming, rigorous monitoring, reanimation 

readiness during the procedure, and exclusion of thoracic 

MRI (in most cases). So, performing MRI in patients with 

conventional pacemakers cannot be considered a routine 

procedure.7,8,47–49 Moreover, the number of patients examined 

in these conditions is still largely insufficient to determine 

safety, and possible long-term effects are unknown.50 Rather 

than establishing the clinical safety of MRI in patients with 

non-MRI-conditional devices, these data have shown that 

the risk may be lower than previously thought if a number 

of conditions are met and special precautions are taken.51 

A practical implication of these findings is that, when the 

information provided by MRI seems vital for the manage-

ment of a patient with a non-MRI-conditional pacemaker, the 

risk of scanning under close surveillance is probably lower 

than the risk of removing existing leads, since lead extraction 

is associated with a significant risk of complications.52,53

Position statements issued by the American Heart 

Association and the European Society of Cardiology con-

tinue to advise against MRI in patients with conventional 

pacemakers, although they do not establish it as an absolute 

contraindication.7,8 The American Heart Association guide-

lines discourage MRI in non-pacemaker-dependent patients, 

except in cases with a strong clinical indication and in which 

the benefits clearly outweigh the risks.7 Among pacemaker-

dependent patients, MRI should not be performed unless 

there are highly compelling circumstances.7 The European 

guidelines also strongly recommend against MRI in non-

pacemaker-dependent patients, except in the presence of a 

documented, extremely serious, life-threatening, or severely 

“quality of life-limiting” condition.8 In pacemaker-dependent 

patients, the indication for MRI should be seriously reconsid-

ered if the underlying rhythm is too slow, and the threshold 

for imaging and safety requirements are higher.8 Both sets 

of guidelines restrict MRI in patients with conventional 

pacemakers to specialized centers with specific expertise 

and equipment for close monitoring. In 2013, the  American 

College of Radiology issued a Guidance Document on 

Safe MR Practices,54 where a case-by-case and site-by-site 

appraisal is recommended before scanning patients with non-

MRI-conditional devices. These guidelines also  emphasize 

the need for careful risk-benefit assessment and close collabo-

ration between radiology and cardiology staff and industry 

representatives of the device manufacturers.

MRI-conditional pacemakers:  
“safe by design”
The increasing importance of MRI as a diagnostic tool 

and the limitations imposed by conventional pacemakers 

prompted a large amount of research and efforts to develop 

devices suitable for use in this environment. Gathering the 

knowledge collected in in vitro, animal, and human studies, 

pacemaker manufacturers introduced a significant number 
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of modifications to their devices.55 The most important are 

specified below and summarized in Table 1.

Minimization of ferromagnetic content
The reduction of ferromagnetic content is intended to decrease 

magnetic attraction and also minimize susceptibility artifacts 

produced by the pacemaker system (Figure 1). This can be 

achieved through the use of nonferromagnetic materials, 

which have to be appropriately conductive, durable, and bio-

compatible. The leads are made of nonmagnetic materials.10

Replacement of reed switches
Conventional pacemakers have reed switches devised to revert 

the device to asynchronous pacing mode (DOO or VOO) when 

a magnet is placed over the impulse generator. This feature 

is useful to avoid the effects of electromagnetic interactions 

such as the ones that occur when electrocautery is used during 

surgery. Reed switch behavior in the MRI environment may 

vary with the strength of the magnetic field and the orienta-

tion of the reed switch, and is essentially unpredictable.14 To 

overcome this problem, reed switches have been replaced by 

solid-state Hall sensors, which have more predictable behavior 

when exposed to magnetic fields.3,10

Lead design
The goal is to minimize the amount of heat and electrical cur-

rents that are induced on the leads by the electromagnetic energy 

used in MRI. To achieve this, the resonant frequency should be 

avoided to prevent the lead from acting as a receiver of electro-

magnetic impulses. This was accomplished by modifications in 

lead geometry that included changing the  winding pattern of 

the filaments that compose the inner lead coil, thus limiting the 

radiofrequencies that can conduct through the filaments.10,56,57 

Lead tip coating and bipolar lead designs were also used to 

 minimize electromagnetic interference.10 It should be empha-

sized that MRI-conditional pacemakers are designed to be used 

only with compatible MRI-conditional leads in accordance with 

the manufacturer’s conditions. So, except for some pacing leads 

that were proven to be “backwards MRI-compatible”, connect-

ing an MRI-conditional generator to pre-existing conventional 

leads is insufficient to make the system MRI-conditional, even 

though this may theoretically minimize the chances of power-on 

reset during an MRI scan.

Special pacemaker circuitry
MRI-conditional pacemakers have been equipped with special 

filters that limit the transfer of certain frequencies and dissipate 

energy, reducing the risk of damage to the internal power  supply 

and circuitry. Generator shielding has also been improved to 

minimize the transfer of electromagnetic energy.10

Dedicated pacemaker programming
Dedicated programming is an essential feature of MRI-

conditional pacemakers. An “MRI mode” must be switched 

on before entering the scanner, and switched off immediately 

afterwards. Specific programming pathways were developed to 

assist in the choice between asynchronous versus nonstimula-

tion modes (a decision that still requires arrhythmia expertise). 

Programming also includes mandatory system-integrity 

checks, increased pacing output during MRI scanning, and 

effortless restoration of prescan program states and values.51

Growing portfolio of MRI- 
conditional pacemakers  
and clinical experience so far
Medtronic® MRi-conditional pacemakers
Medtronic (Minneapolis, MN, USA) was the first com-

pany to introduce an MRI-conditional pacemaker in 2008 

Table 1 Main modifications introduced in MRI-conditional pacing 
systems

Modification Purpose

Reduction in ferromagnetic  
 components

Reduce magnetic attraction  
and susceptibility artifacts

Replacement of reed switch by  
 Hall sensor

Avoid unpredictable reed 
switch behavior

Lead coil design and insulation Minimize lead heating and  
electrical current induction

Filter circuitry Prevent damage to internal  
power supply

Dedicated pacemaker programming Prevent inappropriate  
pacemaker inhibition 
Prevent competing rhythms

Abbreviation: MRi, magnetic resonance imaging.

Figure 1 Balanced steady-state free precession (b-SSFP) cine images of the heart in 
a patient with an implanted magnetic resonance imaging-conditional pacemaker. 
Notes:  Note the susceptibility artifacts from the pulse generator in left ventricular 
2-chamber view (A) and from the right ventricular lead in short-axis view (B). Despite 
being clearly apparent, these artifacts don’t usually hinder diagnostic interpretation, 
except when the region of interest is in the proximity of the pacemaker generator.
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(named EnRhythm™ in Europe, Revo MRI™ in the 

USA). A second generation of MRI-conditional pacemak-

ers (Ensura MRI™ and Advisa MRI™) was introduced 

in 2011, overcoming some of the limitations of the first 

models. These limitations include an upper rate limit of 150 

beats per minute and the inability to be used in unipolar 

mode (sometimes useful to deal with sensing or threshold 

problems). All these dual chamber devices are approved for 

whole body scans and include comprehensive arrhythmia 

detection and software designed to minimize ventricular pac-

ing. Medtronic provides MRI-conditional leads with active 

and passive fixation. The active fixation lead 5086 is based 

on the older 5076 CapSureFix Novus™ with a two-filar inner 

coil designed to obtain higher inductance and reduce lead tip 

heating. Recently, the 5076 lead received CE (Conformité 

Européenne) marking for backwards MRI compatibility, 

meaning that patients with older pacemaker systems using 

this lead can be upgraded to MRI-conditional systems with 

a simple box change. The passive fixation 5.3F isodiametric 

lead (CapSure Sense™) also received CE marking for back-

wards MRI compatibility.

The Medtronic EnRhythm SureScan™ pacemaker was 

first tested outside the MRI environment, where it was com-

pared in terms of efficacy and safety with a conventional 

dual-chamber pacemaker system with active fixation leads. 

In the first of two single-center studies, procedural and fluo-

roscopy times were longer for the MRI-conditional device, 

but implantation success rate and clinical performance did not 

differ in the 107 patients evaluated.58 A subsequent study did 

not find significant differences in reoperation rates or short-

term clinical performance between conventional pacemakers 

and the new pacemaker system with the newly designed leads 

(5086 CapSureFix).59

The first prospective, randomized multicenter study 

assessing the efficacy and safety of an MRI-conditional 

pacemaker in the MRI environment was published in 2011. 

Wilkoff et al assessed 464 patients implanted with the 

Medtronic Revo SureScan pacemaker randomized to undergo 

(n=258) or not undergo (n=206) a nonmedically indicated 

brain and lumbar MRI in the 9–12 weeks post-implantation.60 

MRI scan restrictions were similar to those used in protocols 

for conventional pacemakers, ie, exclusion of thoracic scan-

ning, static magnetic field strength limited to 1.5 T, maximum 

specific absorption rate of 2 W/kg, and maximum gradient 

slew rate of 200 mT/m per second. There were no compli-

cations (primary safety endpoint) and no MRI-attributed 

pacemaker sensing or threshold changes (primary efficacy 

endpoint) in patients who underwent scans. These included 

subjects with and without pacemaker dependency, using the 

asynchronous mode (n=158) and no pacing with a continuous 

intrinsic rhythm during scanning (n=67).

More recently, the second-generation Medtronic Advisa 

MRI™ SureScan Pacemaker and CapSureFix MRI SureScan 

lead were studied in a clinical trial where 263 patients were 

randomized in a 2:1 ratio to undergo 16 chest and head scans 

at 1.5 T between 9 and 12 weeks after pacemaker implanta-

tion or not to undergo MRI.61 There were no MRI-related 

complications during or after MRI in the scanned subjects. 

Differences in pacing capture threshold values from pre-MRI 

up to one month post-MRI were minimal and similar between 

the MRI and control groups. This device has subsequently 

received CE marking in Europe and was also approved by 

the FDA without positioning restrictions for MRI scans or 

limitations of body parts scanned, overcoming previous 

limitations on chest imaging.

St Jude Medical® MRi-conditional  
pacemakers
The Accent MRI™ conditional pacemaker, available in single 

and dual chamber versions, was introduced in the European 

market in 2011 and is currently awaiting FDA approval. In 

Europe, this device is approved for full body scans (no zone 

restrictions) at 1.5 T when used in combination with  Tendril™ 

MRI leads. St Jude (St Paul, MN, USA) also introduced a 

hand-held MRI Activator™ that allows quick enabling and 

disabling of preapproved MRI settings to facilitate the MRI 

scanning workflow (these can be preprogrammed by the phy-

sician at any follow-up visit). The Accent MRI-conditional 

pacemaker features full bradyarrhythmia therapy and is also 

compatible with the St Jude Merlin™ home monitoring sys-

tem. The Tendril™ MRI lead has a coaxial design and 6.6 

F body (requiring an 8F introducer). It is based on standard 

Tendril™ lead inner and outer coils with additional silicone 

inner tubing and Optim™ insulation, including a second filter 

to prevent tissue heating and unintended cardiac stimulation. 

A soft silicon tip was also introduced to reduce the chances of 

cardiac perforation, addressing previous concerns regarding 

increased stiffness of MRI-conditional leads compared with 

conventional leads.62

Boston Scientific® MRi-conditional  
pacemakers
The Ingenio™ and Advantio™ Boston Scientific (Natick, 

MA, USA) MRI pacemakers are available in single and dual 

chamber with CE approval. The devices are based on the 

Ingenio conventional pacemaker and are compatible with 

the Latitude™ remote monitoring system. They include a 

programmable MRI timer designed to return pacemaker 
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settings back to normal after the scan. FINELINE™ II 5.1F 

active fixation leads received backwards MRI-conditional 

approval. A multicenter, nonrandomized single-arm study 

(INFINITE MRI)63 to collect data on the Boston Scientific 

MRI-conditional pacing system (consisting of an Ingenio 

MRI or Advantio MRI pacemaker with FINELINE™ II 

Sterox or FINELINE™ II Sterox EZ leads) is presently 

underway.

Biotronik® MRi-conditional pacemakers
The Evia™ and Estella™ MRI-conditional pacemakers, 

available in single and dual chamber models, are approved in 

Europe for MRI scanning at 1.5 T with isocenter positioning 

above the eye level and below the level of the greater 

trochanters (in practice, this limitation usually precludes 

thoracic and upper abdominal imaging, but not head or lower 

extremity scans). Biotronik (Berlin, Germany) recommends 

limiting scan duration to 30 minutes and total device lifetime 

scan time to 10 hours. Both devices are compatible with a 

remote monitoring system.

A prospective feasibility pilot study assessing 30 patients 

with the Biotronik Evia SR-T and DR-T pacemaker with 

Safio™ S53/S60 screw-in leads showed encouraging results.64 

All patients underwent MRI scans of the head and lumbar 

spine and were evaluated before, immediately after, and at one 

and 3 months post-MRI. There were no MRI-related adverse 

events, and no significant differences in lead parameters 

were identified. These findings await confirmation from a 

multicenter, randomized clinical trial designed to evaluate 

the one-month rate of adverse events with the Biotronik 

ProMRI™ Entovis™ MRI-conditional pacing system, which 

has finished the recruitment phase (n=245) and is expected 

to reach completion in early 2014. A trial extension aiming 

to evaluate the safety of this device without exclusion zones 

has recently received FDA approval.65

Sorin Group (Milano, italy) 
MRi-conditional pacemaker
The KORA 100 MRI-conditional pacemaker is available 

in Europe in single and dual chamber models. This device, 

built on the REPLY™ pacemaker platform, includes a 

filter between the lead and device electronics and received 

CE mark approval for MRI scanning at 1.5 T with chest 

 exclusion. The KORA 100 was designed for implantation 

with MRI-conditional BEFLEX™ leads. Sorin (Milan, Italy) 

developed an “auto MRI mode” that automatically switches 

to asynchronous pacing in the presence of a strong magnetic 

field, thus limiting the time in asynchronous mode to the 

MRI scan duration.

Safe scanning of patients  
with MRI-conditional pacemakers
The term “MRI-conditional” is applied to devices that pose 

no known hazards in a specific MRI environment under 

specific device and MRI scanner conditions.66 So, as the 

name implies, scanning patients with “MRI-conditional” 

pacemakers is safe only if a number of conditions are 

met. Such  conditions are related to the MRI scanner, the 

 MRI-conditional pacemaker (generator and leads), and 

patient characteristics. These are summarized in Table 2.

In practice, a number of steps should be followed when 

a patient with an MRI-conditional pacemaker is to undergo 

an MRI scan.10,67,68 Safe and effective scanning starts at the 

moment of scheduling, where the presence and close coop-

eration of several health care professionals during the scan 

(radiologist, MRI technologist, electrophysiology physician, 

and electrophysiology technician) should be guaranteed in 

advance.

Prior to the MRI examination, this team should exclude 

any contraindications, review the specific scanning conditions 

for the implanted pacemaker, and plan the procedure. A pre-

MRI chest roentgenogram is useful to confirm electrode posi-

tion and integrity, and check for MRI-conditional radiopaque 

markers if there are doubts regarding the implanted material 

(it should be noted that leads for which MRI-conditional 

status has been established a posteriori will not have such 

markers). Selecting the appropriate pacing mode starts with 

clinical assessment, reviewing the original indication for 

implantation, underlying rhythm and pacemaker dependency. 

Device interrogation prior to the examination is mandatory, 

except in patients carrying the Accent MRI conditional pace-

maker with the optional hand-held Activator (these patients 

can undergo MRI after activation of preprogrammed device 

settings). However, even in those circumstances, device inter-

rogation should ideally be performed to ensure that conditions 

have not changed significantly between preprogramming 

and the MRI scan. Device interrogation provides informa-

tion on system integrity, percentage of pacing, programmed 

pacing rate, and AV interval, aiding in correct pacemaker 

programming prior to entering the MRI environment. In 

pacemaker-dependent patients, asynchronous mode should 

be selected. In patients with an underlying rhythm who are 

not bradycardic, asynchronous pacing competing with a 

ventricular rate could result in pacing during ventricular 
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repolarization (“R on T phenomenon”) potentially causing 

life-threatening arrhythmias.10 After adequate programming, 

the MRI mode is then turned on before the patient enters 

the room.

During the MRI scan, electrocardiography, pulse oxi-

metry, and noninvasive blood pressure measurements (at 

least one of these) must be used for continuous hemodynamic 

monitoring. An external defibrillator (preferably capable 

of external pacing) should be readily available outside the 

MRI suite.

Once the scan is completed, the pacemaker’s MRI 

mode should be turned off and the device interrogated and 

reprogrammed, preferably using the parameters stored prior 

to MRI scanning. Ideally, an electrophysiologist should 

supervise these steps. If these precautions are taken,  scanning 

patients with MRI-conditional devices should be safe and 

relatively simple.

Who should receive an MRI- 
conditional pacemaker?
There is currently no consensus regarding who should 

receive an MRI-conditional pacemaker. Opinions range 

from universal adoption to almost complete dismissal, as 

some critics consider that the increased cost is unjustified 

and that conventional pacemakers can be safely scanned 

with appropriate precautions.13 From a clinical standpoint, 

the option for MRI-conditional pacemakers seems logical and 

beneficial in patients who have no other contraindications for 

MRI. However, adoption of this technology has been slower 

than expected and, in many centers, conventional pacemakers 

Table 2 Requirements for scanning patients with MRi-conditional pacemakers

Patient characteristics
• More than 6 weeks after pacemaker implantation
• Right or left pectoral implant (prepectoral or submuscular)
• No other contraindications to MRi (eg, non-MRi-conditional abandoned leads)
• No lead adapters or extenders in situ
MRI scanner and scanning parameters
• Static magnetic field of 1.5 T
• Cylindrical bore
• Maximum SAR of 2 w/kg
• Maximum head SAR of 3.2 w/kg
• Maximum gradient slew rate of 200 T/m per second
Pacemaker model

Medtronic® Revo™, 
Ensura™ and Advisa™  
Sure Scan® pacemakers 
with CapSure™ leads

Biotronik® Evia™,  
Entovis™, Estella™ and  
Ecuro™ ProMRi®  
pacemakers with Safio™ 
and Solia™ leads

St Jude® Accent™ 
MRi pacemaker  
with Tendril™  
leads

Boston Scientific® 
ingenio™ and  
Advantio™ image 
Ready® pacemakers 
with FiNELiNE™ 
leads

Sorin® KORA  
100™ SR and DR  
pacemakers MRi  
with BEFLEX™ leads

MRi-conditional modes All
Stable pacing capture  
threshold values



Capture threshold and  
pulse width

#2.0 v @ 0.4 msec #2.0 v @ 0.4 msec #2.5 v @ 0.5 msec #3.0 v @ 0.4 msec #3.0 v @ 0.5 msec

Lead impedance  
200–1,500 Ohms

All

Battery charging status  
at least 30%



No diaphragmatic pacing  
at 5.0 v at a pulse width  
of 1.0 msec

 

Scan zone restrictions None Exclusion zone between  
C1 and T12 vertebrae

None None Exclusion zone  
between C1 and  
T12 vertebrae

Scan duration restrictions None #30 minutes for each  
scan; total maximum  
of 10 hours

None None None

Abbreviations: SAR, specific absorption rate; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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still account for the majority of implantations. The possible 

explanations for this slow uptake include the higher cost of 

MRI-conditional pacemakers, the lack of clear guidance on 

who should receive one of these devices, and the absence 

of long-term data on safety and durability. This later issue 

may be particularly important for the newer leads, since the 

introduced modifications may (at least theoretically) affect 

their performance characteristics, and their rates of long-term 

failure and fracture are essentially unknown. Other factors 

such as the limited range of choices in device manufacturer 

and lead fixation options may also contribute to their slow 

adoption (particularly in the USA), but these will probably 

wane with the recent and planned additions to the MRI-

conditional hardware portfolio.

Even if the universal adoption of MRI-conditional pace-

makers seems desirable, the current financial constraints 

argue for selective implantation in patients who are more 

likely to need MRI in the future. Although some reasonable 

predictors can be put forward10,62,68,69 (Table 3), foreseeing the 

need for MRI on an individual basis is a challenging task.

Another option to consider is the implantation of MRI-

conditional leads together with a less expensive conven-

tional pacemaker generator (that can be replaced by an 

MRI- conditional box if MRI is required). However, this 

strategy does not allow for emergency scanning and its cost-

effectiveness is uncertain.

Unanswered questions  
and future directions
Besides patient selection, other important questions have 

been raised by the arrival of MRI-conditional pacemakers. 

While their safety and effectiveness has been reasonably 

demonstrated, cost-effectiveness versus conventional pace-

makers remains largely unknown.

This appraisal will ultimately depend on the impact of 

MRI-conditional technology on patient outcomes, which 

may be difficult to demonstrate, since the advantage of these 

devices lies in the ability to perform diagnostic imaging, 

which may influence patient outcome, but only in an indirect 

and difficult to measure way. Other  economic issues such as 

reimbursement for  peri-scanning assessment and monitor-

ing will also have to be  considered. Legal implications may 

surface, especially in cases where, despite the availability 

of MRI-conditional  pacemakers, a conventional device is 

implanted and the patient  subsequently needs to undergo 

MRI.62 The impact on image quality will also have to be 

assessed, especially (but not only) in thoracic imaging.

Regarding hardware improvements, manufacturers will 

face the task of overcoming current device limitations such 

as restricted scan areas and specific absorption rate limits. 

Also, as 3.0 T imaging becomes more prevalent, it will also 

be important to have devices tested and approved for scan-

ning at this magnetic field strength.

Meanwhile, the medical and scientific community should 

try to reach consensus and establish clear criteria for the 

implantation of these devices. Other important steps include 

consolidating the safety profile of this technology with evi-

dence from large multicenter registries, and promoting the 

education of health care professionals on this subject (with 

an emphasis on multidisciplinary algorithms for safe and 

efficient scanning).

Conclusion
While the risk of performing MRI on patients with conven-

tional pacemakers is probably lower than previously thought, 

patient safety can only be assured with the use of MRI-

conditional devices engineered to minimize the interactions 

between the pacemaker system and the MRI environment. 

Several MRI-conditional pacemakers are now available 

on the market and more will be introduced in the future. 

 Currently available devices differ from each other in several 

aspects, including conditions of use and robustness of clinical 

trial data. Although this leap in pacing technology has opened 

the doors for this versatile imaging modality to a growing 

number of patients, widespread adoption will likely depend 

on pragmatic issues such as cost, definition of clear criteria 

for implanting an MRI-conditional device, and continuous 

education of health care professionals.
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